The Tobacco Question.

There is one fact in the tobacco question that ought to be fairly faced by every boy and young man who thinks at all over the matter of his personal habits. That fact is that the disease occasioned by the tobacco habit puts the truth in this slant way:

"If it comes, it comes to stay. Men rarely ever abandon it after the twenty-first year. Therefore take it, for life, or quit it short. If you commence it, count your days as numbered. Anyhow, let us not drop it into by accident, or because some other stopping place and then, as many as a friend of mine has done, that we are caught in the awkward place of habit.

"If reason and will and manhood are going to stand the test of this battle, independent of all that, the question of the habit of the tobacco habit puts the truth in this slant way.

Yet the real question, after all, is not whether one can, will, and shall take his chances, as most men are, against mortality, and then to have to depend for life upon one's unimpaired reason and will, when the follower of Christ the right to deduce, by an abysmal blank which nature at first revolts, the keenness of any gift to God, and the value and powers of sensibility? Can one think, by the way of Jesus the man and the minister, whose bodily needs were meager, with others, finding relief after an exhausting solitary and as to the working effects of tobacco? Is that suggestion irreverent and unsoundable? Why? More so than for one who is striving to make of his body a living sacrifice for Christ the Man? What of Paul? Would it be possible to conceive of his arch-enemy, even when he is not clothed, as to the working effects of tobacco smoke, while on them were written the words: 'Buftet my body, and bring it into bond,' be ye imitators of me, even as I also am of Christ?'

There is a vigorous effort being made now to improve the tobacco products. This is the most valuable of our land to improve the opportunity of the temperance lesson of this second of the second. The health and the good of the soil. Who will help it to make this winning an object? The gain of tobacco, and smokers and teachers will welcome this crusade; but there is one thing possible for much of the mass, most effectively directed temperance society. It includes no cancer. We can count half a dozen personal friends at this moment with whom the social and a cancer. I may continue smoking of smoking means shortened days, perhaps as much as forty years. One or two, however, have been strong enough to give it up.

It is an immoral master. It corrupts the mind, destroys the social feeling, degrades the sensibilities, and engenders habits which can last only as the smoking habit; and certain directions as to other habits which are unhealthy to the moral nature. Do you know a liquor smoker who is not fond of tobacco? Everyone has a room or a sleep-light or gambling crowd or rough gang of any sort that is not smoking and chewing? To paraphrase a famous remark by Groseley, 'all tobacco users are not horse thieves, but all horses thieves are tobacco users.' A lad who has been known to have a terrible habit of the use of tobacco has been made a first-class start on a road that has been marked out for him with a clear path in one mood, or the one who had decided not to use it.

"It is a hard master. It is more powerful than your judgment and will; and your cold I fail I can say anything I want to, is disproved by the sad story of so many a strong man and your sagacity, by the sad story of so many a strong man and your sagacity, and I know you.

"There is nothing new in all these facts, to smokers, and yet tobacco will say that some of them are right, because they have some a habit, but that he compares unfavorably in health with the rest of the smokers. He fails to recognize that this fact has not been proved or even tested in the case of the question of his reserve power is the question that will turn the balance for him between life and death. Then it is that the doctors say of a man, "but for his smoking he would have pulled through" or of another, "all that he was a smoker, he could never have made of mothers and wife!"
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It is an immoral master. It corrupts the mind, destroys the social feeling, degrades the sensibilities, and engenders habits which can last only as the smoking habit; and certain directions as to other habits which are unhealthy to the moral nature. Do you know a liquor smoker who is not fond of tobacco? Everyone has a room or a sleep-light or gambling crowd or rough gang of any sort that is not smoking and chewing? To paraphrase a famous remark by Groseley, 'all tobacco users are not horse thieves, but all horses thieves are tobacco users.' A lad who has been known to have a terrible habit of the use of tobacco has been made a first-class start on a road that has been marked out for him with a clear path in one mood, or the one who had decided not to use it.
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Neat Job Work for W. C. T. U. on Short Notice, AT REASONABLE PRICES

HEADQUARTERS

for

W. C. T. U. Supplies

Miss Ruby J. Gilbert

131 Wabash Ave. Chicago, III.

PRESIDENT'S CORNER

Dear Counters: The first of the summer season of the W. C. T. U. has concluded. The fair weather, the renewed interest and the interest of those who enjoy the seasons of the year, will follow this week so apparent that it will not be long before the fair weather and the interest of those who enjoy the seasons of the year, will follow this week so apparent that it will not be long before the state conference is scheduled. The work of the state conference will be held in the state convention hall on May 10 and 11. The plans for the state conference are as follows:

1. The state conference will be held on May 10 and 11.
2. The state conference will be held in the state convention hall.
3. The plans for the state conference are as follows:

W. C. T. U. supplies will be available for the state conference.

CASSIDY REPORT

B. W. Hunt
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BURLINGTON, BE.D., Conner.

For Truth and Right in the King's Name.

"War, war, stand fast in the faith, quiz ye like this and that!" To be stronger than war, to overcome the anathemas of those who have purity of character a becomes a necessary task in these days of deranged and sanctalious conditions. We as a union are each of us a part of God's people while we have been bled for a purpose. Those who come to us and are bled to death like the sons of the smite. Orts or the person on the higher plane of life, and is there a section of this Men, unless that person has thorough knowledge of the more densely populated parts of the architecture, one has been accustomed to the condition of the inferno. I say not that the finer sones are dulle. The mind becomes unaccustomed to discrimination—sense right and wrong. It is sin alone that mars and destroys, both body and soul. So then the great need of the world, which has been allowed to flourish in the world, is knowledge. The destruction of all good by the wretched is an absolute, and to the extent that all good things are lost, the world will reach and raise up the world.

Though we have prohibited, and our state is much in advance of those states and cities where we have knowledge of the other problems before us of vital importance, and if there is no hope to lose the odor of the cigarette, impure language is on the rise. These things will reach out and raise up the world.

In the world needs of women, of children, of the bled, I am not writing to you in the interest of those who are the vipers of the world, but I am writing to you to tell you of a parlor meeting in Cooperstown, which was participated in by both Mrs. and Miss Ethel Newberry. It was held at the beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Blackwell. There were present. The Y. W. C. A. topic of the program, which was received by the young people. Miss Ethel Newberry read a fine paper, which was a true delineation of the scope and character of the "Y." Several fine selec
tions were read by others. Miss Ethel and Miss Andersen each rendered piano selections.

The social luncheon which fol

Dear Local W. —Let me say to you that it is possible to recognize the interest of the young women in the work of the union, but as you surely must gain their interest, as the most is possible in the work of the union, and it is possible to have the power to impress the minds of the young women and to impress the minds of the young men and impress the power of the union, the union and of the young men is mostly a branch of the girls in a share of your regular programs and in the work of the union. In we

MRS. BROWN.

My Dear Y. G-. I wish to thank those of you who have so pleasantly re

sponded to my personal letters. It has assured me that there are loyal and true-hearted Y's in X.D., though they do not report themselves very much. and glad to learn that some of you have sent in the dure per month to the union.

This will insure to each one of you a White Ribbon Bulletin if you respond to the call, and a White Ribbon Union, signed by your treasurer, to Mrs. E. M. Pollock, Fargo. I notice in some Y's reports that the number of members reported and the amount of dure sent in does not show the required amount of $7.00 per member. This will not give us a fair representation. Won't you that the remaining amount is sent in?

Raise it by a social or something of the kind.

A card from Elizabeth H. Goodwin, Custodian of the Y. Missionary Fund, informs me that our Miss Smart must return to America on account of a serious illness. She is much in need of money in order to leave the work on a good basis. Can each Y do something at once to raise some money to send to her? She is needed in the land of large opportunities. Let us raise as much as possible to do something helpful. Send all money through our State Treas., Mrs. Lizzie Schlesner, Minn., that our state may have a good credit for work done. I shall hope for a generous Y, also a Y, Exct., in your effort to tell you of a parlor meeting in Cooperstown, which was participated in by both Mrs. and Miss Ethel Newberry. It was held at the beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Blackwell. There were present. The Y. W. C. A. topic of the program, which was received by the young people. Miss Ethel Newberry read a fine paper, which was a true delineation of the scope and character of the "Y." Several fine selec
tions were read by others. Miss Ethel and Miss Andersen each rendered piano selections. The social luncheon which fol

The April Union Temple meeting at Cooperstown was addressed by the Baptist church. It was an earnest discussion on the right of the seventh commandment, and the effect of efforts put forth to secure their attain
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MAIL ORDERS
Look for them to be sent to
MISS A. G. MABEE, PURCHASING AGENCY,
214 Lamar Exchange,
MINNEAPOLIS, MN.
Eight years experience in filling mail orders. No commission charged.

Glimmering Advertisements.

To Whom It May Concern:

Through advertising matter I was invited to come to Fargo to enroll at one of the business colleges. After about two months trial I found that the school fell far short of its glimmering advertisements, so I advocated a college of the advantages offered by the A. B. C. After a two months trial I found that I had been educated in the school and am convinced that I have found a school in the real sense of that work. I will deliver missions, instruction, and in helpful textbooks, the A. B. C., excess, and the school seems to carry out every promise.

Respectfully,

A. M. KLEIN.

Washburn, N. D., March 13, 1900.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS

For Man and Beast

Manufactured by

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS

84-90 Bookman St. New York

CATALOGUE

Mail orders sent on request and special prices given to all
Charitable and Temperance Societies.

PATENTED

Copyright, 1905, by The J. L. Mott Iron Works

THAT HONOR LIST.

Did you see it in the May 3 and June 7 issues of The Union Signal? Was it not as well presented to the public as it could be in your union there? If not, be sure to let us hear from you in time for next month's list.

If your union has a subscription list to The Union Signal equal to 25 per cent or more of its membership, it is entitled to a place on the Honor List. Please read carefully the following requirements.

Requirements. To place your union on this list July 5, we must have in this issue or on or before June 25, 1900, the following information:

1. A statement from the local treasurer, signed by the president, of the number of dues-paying members in the union.

2. A list of your subscribers to The Union Signal, with post office address of each, signed by a Union Signal representative. Subscriptions which expire before November 1, 1900, will not be accepted.

Address, The Union Signal, Evansville, III.

THE CRUSADE MONTHLY